Welcome to G206

The room is set up with an overhead LCD
Projector, Computer and VHS / DVD player.
A Laptop can also be hooked to the system
from both the front and back of the room
through the appropriate cables. The room
is covered by a wireless access point so
laptops with wireless cards can connect to
the internet.
Room lights are controlled by the wall
switch beside the door. The projector
control is on the outside wall of windows.
The screen is also a writing surface and
requires the use of special markers. The
pens for writing on this surface are located
to the side of the room beside the Screen /
writing wall. Please do not use PERMANENT
markers on this writing surface.

The Computer and VHS/DVD Deck are located in a
cabinet located near the bookcases.
The log-in for the computer is G206 and no password.
A DVD can be played through the computer if needed.
IF YOU EXPERIENCE SOUND PROBLEMS WITH THE
COMPUTER- PLEASE CHECK SPEAKER ICON IN SYSTEM
TRAY LOCATED IN THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER BY
CLOCK AND MAKE SURE IT IS NOT MUTED.

The floor box is located in the front of the
room and is located near the wall mounted
system controller. A laptop or video device
can be connected to the projection system
through this and can be selected by using
the appropriate button on the wall
controller. AC power is also available in this
floor box.

The computer has a wireless keyboard and
built-in touchpad/mouse similar to a
laptop. You must press the FN key and
touch the touchpad to activate the
keyboard.
If you need to turn off NUM LOCK press FN
key and Blue num lock key on upper right
side of keyboard.

This wall plate is the Extron system controller. It is
located on the outside wall by windows. The Display
On and Off buttons will activate the projection system.
The PC button will project the computer located on the
small table. The FLOOR BOX PC will project a laptop
computer if connected to the floor box at the front of
the room. The VCR button will project a VHS or DVD
from the unit in the small table. The FLOOR BOX VIDEO
will project other devices connected to floor box
through the projector. The VOLUME button controls
volume for the whole system and switches
automatically according to which source you choose.

The LCD projector is ceiling mounted. All
Computer and video sources can be
projected by this unit by selecting the
proper input on the wall mounted
controller. When you are finished with your
presentation please turn the projection
system off by pushing the off button on the
controller.
If you still need assistance,
HELP DESK SUPPORT is available:
Monday through Thursday 8am to 8pm
Friday 8am to 4pm and
Saturday 8am until 2pm
From an internal phone call x-3333
From a cell phone or off campus call
301-846-2400 #3333#

